College of Liberal Arts: Faculty Publications and Presentations

Related to Women and Gender Studies

Books

English:


History:

Modern Languages:

Philosophy:

**Book Chapters, Refereed Articles, Essays, Stories, Poems, and Other Works**

Anthropology:

History:

English:

---. "Rebecca Cox Jackson." Writing African American Women. 2 Vols. Elizabeth Beaulieu, ed. Westport, CT: Greenwood, 463-64.


Geography:


Modern Languages:


Philosophy:


Psychology:


**Scholarly Papers, Presentations, and Readings—National, Regional, and State**

**English:**


---. "From Nasty Asty to Sacred Water: Leslie Marmon Silko and the Art of the Book." American Literature Association Conference, Boston, MA.


Mejía, Jaime Armin. “Building Group Values with Chicano and Chicana Texts.” Faculty Workshop on Pedagogy Introducing Chicano/a Materials in Composition Classes, Collin County Community College, Plano, TX.

Morrison, Susan. ---. "Gender and the Cultural Poetics of Excrement in the Middle Ages." Women Studies Lunch Lecture Series, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX.

---. "Panel on the Racial Dynamics of Bilingual Education." Race, Ethnicity and Place Conference, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX.

Smith, Victoria. “Killing Women: Cinematic Representations of Brandon Teena and Aileen Wuornos.” Film and History Conference, Dallas, TX.
---. “Killing Women: The Contagion of Femininity in Contemporary Film.” Association for the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society Conference, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ.

History:

McWilliams, James. “Cuisines and Cultures.” Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, NJ.


---. “Teaching to Survive: Women, Families, and Class Status after the Civil War.” Seventh Southern Conference on Women’s History, University of Maryland-Baltimore Co, Baltimore, MD.

Di Mauro-Jackson, Moira. “Calvino’s Ambivalence & the Women in his Fiction.” South Central Modern Language Association, Dallas, TX.


---. "Women and Enlightenment in Spain: The Works of María Lorenza de los Ríos, Marquesa de Fuerte Híjar." La mujer en la Literatura Española, Centro Español de Recursos and Department of Modern and Classical Languages, University of Houston, Houston, TX.


